Re-certification of drawbars and drawbeams of known identity
Initial Inspection to identify component & Visual
Inspection (Note 1)
(HVET or HVMT Certifier)

Failed

Passed

Design Check (HVET) (Note 2)
- Establish Design Life from original design or verify by analysis.
- Establish spent life using RUC records and apply appropriate service factors.
- Assess missing years at RUC average 100K cycles/yr, whichever is greater
- Establish Residual Life in cycles and convert to years at RUC average or 100K
cycles/yr whichever is greater and establish residual life
(HVET SoDC) (Notes 3, 4, 5)

<10% residual
life

Confirm repair
requirements
(HVET SoDC)

Modify design to
extend residual life
(Note 6)
(HVET SoDC)

Repair
(HVET or HVMT
with SoDC)

Failed

Carry out
modification
(HVET or HVMT
with SoDC)

NDT
(where required by
SoDC) (Note 7)

Passed
Reject and
replace

Re-certify for up to 10 years

[(HVET or HVMT ) as specified on SoDC]

>10% residual life
(min 2yrs)

Note 1 A complete visual inspection of the components must be carried out, either by a Specialist Engineering Certifier or
a Manufacturing Certifier to identify the component and its original certifier. This must include the assessment of
all welding details and must establish or verify the dimensions and material sections that are relevant to the recertification. It must also include the details of any repairs or modifications carried out. All findings of the inspection
must be recorded as part of the re-certification and must be sent to the Specialist Engineering Certifier so those
findings can be taken into account.
Note 2 Only Specialist Engineering Certifiers can carry out re-certification calculations. Re-certification by an HVMT
category Manufacturing Certifier is conditional on the towing connection having been originally manufactured by
that certifier and is restricted to the initial physical inspection of the towing connection and final signoff of the LT400.
This is only acceptable where there is a SoDC from a Specialist Engineering Certifier confirming the residual life and
repair requirements (if necessary). There must be a separate SoDC for each certification by a Manufacturing Certifier.
It is important that, before a Specialist Engineering Certifier can prepare a SoDC s/he must be able to identify the
inspected component as being original, unmodified and being used in the situation for which it was originally certified.
Note 3 The design check (full stress analysis) must always be carried out unless the re-certification is carried out by the
Specialist Engineering Certifier who originally designed/certified the item. In such cases, the Specialist Engineering
Certifier must have full records of the original calculations and must be able to demonstrate, when requested, that
those calculations are correct. If repair or modification has been carried out then the Specialist Engineering Certifier
must carry out a full stress analysis unless they were both the original certifier and the certifier of the repair and/or
modification.
Note 4 Where the flowchart requires the fatigue load history of a component to be determined, it must be based on the
distance travelled, supported by documented evidence such as RUC or CoF records, etc. When assessing the fatigue
load cycles for vehicles with low annual road mileage but considerable off highway or extreme highway mileage
(such as loggers, bulk tippers, fertiliser spreaders etc.), the Certifier must take into account, for example by using
suitable dynamic factors such as the higher dynamic loads or higher fatigue frequencies, the higher stresses that are
associated with the operational circumstances.
Note 5 A drawbar or drawbeam may be re-certified for up to 10 years. When doing so, the Specialist Engineering Certifier
must not consider the current operational circumstances (which may mean relatively lower annual mileage). The
fatigue-based approach of NZS 5446, which considers 2 million cycles during an expected life of 20 years, must be
followed, with appropriate adjustments made for arduous conditions.
Note 6 Where a drawbar or drawbeam was originally manufactured under a previous version of the Standard it may be
recertified under that same Standard, however, if it is modified it is to be upgraded to meet the requirements of the
latest version of the Standard.
Note 7 The Specialist Certifier must make a decision, as to the type of NDT required and the specific points and areas of the
component that must be tested. Where the repair is the result of fatigue type failure then NDT inspection MUST
be specified to ensure all fatigue induced imperfections have been removed. All stress risers must be addressed by
appropriate strengthening, reinforcement or finishing. When selecting the type of NDT to be carried out, and when
the test results, including the imperfections and weld quality are evaluated, AS/NZS 1554 must be taken into account.
Note 8 Where NDT is specified, all relevant details of the NDT, such as the recommendation of the Inspector, the decision of
the Certifier and the test report of the Inspector must be recorded as part of the re-certification.

